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Ramsay Hunt Syndrome Presenting as Acute Unilateral 
Combined Peripheral and Central Vestibulopathies

Dear Editor,
A previously healthy 68-year-old female presented with spontaneous spinning vertigo with 

a 10-day history. She had been treated with intravenous acyclovir for 10 days before the onset 
of vertigo under a diagnosis of Ramsay Hunt syndrome (RHS). She denied otologic symptoms 
including hearing loss. The initial neurologic examinations revealed right-sided peripheral fa-
cial paralysis and spontaneous left-beating nystagmus (Fig. 1A). However, the direction of 
nystagmus shifted to the right side while looking toward the right, which suggested gaze-
evoked nystagmus (GEN) (Fig. 1A). Skew deviation was absent, but prominent right-sided 
veering tendency without limb ataxia was noted. Bedside head impulse tests (HITs) revealed 
abnormal catch-up saccades (CS) in the right. 

Bithermal caloric testing demonstrated right-canal paresis. However, video HITs showed 
decreases in the vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) gains in all six semicircular canals, with right-
sided predominance (Fig. 1B and C). Cervical and ocular vestibular-evoked myogenic poten-
tials were not observed when stimulating the right ear. Pure-tone audiometry was normal. 
GEN, bilateral abnormalities in video HITs, and severe prolonged vertigo with prominent 
imbalance were suggestive of a central vestibulopathy. Gadolinium-enhanced brain magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI) revealed enhanced lesions in the brainstem (Fig. 1D-G). Therefore, 
a presumptive diagnosis of RHS with brainstem involvement was made based on the clini-
cal and neuroradiologic findings. The addition of intravenous administration of dexameth-
asone and acyclovir for 7 days improved all of the symptoms except the facial paralysis.

Patients with RHS often suffer from severe vertigo and/or otologic symptoms since the ves-
tibulocochlear nerve is the most frequently involved cranial nerve.1,2 Accordingly, patients with 
RHS and vertigo typically present with acute peripheral vestibulopathy. However, RHS can be 
complicated by rare but serious central vestibular disorders involving the brainstem and/or 
cerebellum.3,4 Identifying central signs was essential for the correct diagnosis in our patient 
because she required additional treatment after discerning the central lesion.1

Our patient demonstrated clinical and laboratory features of combined peripheral and cen-
tral vestibulopathies. A previous study of the etiologies and diagnoses of 55 patients with com-
bined peripheral and central vestibulopathies identified only 1 case of RHS.4 That patient ex-
hibited GEN as a central sign and other presentations consistent with unilateral peripheral 
vestibulopathy, but brain MRI was normal, in contrast to our case. There have been few stud-
ies of the neuro-otologic and vestibular evaluations in RHS with brainstem involvement.1

Dissociation in the VOR between different stimulation frequencies could be a significant fea-
ture of combined vestibulopathy.4 Our patient showed ipsilesional (unilateral) canal paresis 
in the caloric test (low-frequency VOR), but bilaterally decreased VOR gains with abnormal 
CS in the video HITs (high-frequency VOR). In cases involving central vestibular structures 
including the vestibular nucleus, nucleus prepositus hypoglossi (NPH), or flocculus, a disrup-
tion in neural interconnection between the structures may result in a reduction in VOR gains 
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Fig. 1. Neuro-otologic evaluations and neuroimaging of the patient. A: Video-oculography reveals spontaneous left-beating nystagmus, which is 
augmented during leftward gaze (mean SPV=2.5 °/s, 16 °/s during leftward gaze). However, the direction of nystagmus shifts to the right side when 
the patient looks toward the right, which is consistent with gaze-evoked nystagmus. B: The bithermal caloric test indicates canal paresis in the right 
ear (90% weakness calculated using Jongkees’ formula). C: The video head impulse test shows reductions in the VOR gain for all six semicircular 
canals (predominantly right-sided impairment) with catch-up saccades in the right horizontal, right posterior, and left horizontal canals (black ar-
rows). D–G: Fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (D) and gadolinium-enhanced (E–G) brain magnetic resonance imaging demonstrates high signal 
intensities with enhancement in the right dorsal pons and medulla along the caudal floor of the fourth ventricle (white arrows). Reduced VOR gains 
were defined as <0.8 and <0.7 for the horizontal and vertical canals, respectively. AC, anterior canal; HC, horizontal canal; LH, horizontal position 
of the left eye; Lt., left; PC, posterior canal; RH, horizontal position of the right eye; Rt., right; SPV, slow-phase velocity; VOR, vestibulo-ocular re-
flex. 
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without obvious overt saccades during contralesional head im-
pulses. This finding may be useful for distinguishing from bi-
lateral vestibulopathy.5 In addition to ipsilesional CS in bed-
side HITs, video HITs displayed bilateral CS in our patient. It 
is noteworthy that the CS of the contralesional horizontal ca-
nal were mostly covert saccades, which were barely noticeable 
without the quantitative HITs. Thus, clinicians should pay close 
attention to CS while performing and interpreting bedside HITs 
without using a quantitative HIT device.4 

The anatomical distribution of RHS with brainstem involve-
ment usually ranges from the dorsolateral medulla to the caudal 
pons, including the ipsilateral solitary nucleus, spinal trigem-
inal nucleus and tract, and vestibular nucleus.3 The pathomech-
anism of central nervous system (CNS) involvement of the var-
icella zoster virus (VZV) in RHS is still unclear. The retrograde 
transsynaptic spread of VZV through the geniculate ganglion 
has been hypothesized as a mechanism, based on cerebral spi-
nal fluid (CSF) pleocytosis and positivity in polymerase chain 
reaction assays for CSF VZV.2,3

Several critical structures that control eye movement are 
located along the dorsal medulla, including the vestibular nu-
clei, NPH, and inferior cerebellar peduncle.6 Lesions involving 
the vestibular nucleus may manifest with GEN, which is more 
prominent during contralesional gaze, bilaterally impaired HITs, 
and features suggestive of unilateral peripheral vestibulopathy.6 
The present neuro-otologic evaluations appeared to indicate the 
vestibular nucleus as the main culprit structure in our patient. 

A previous study found various time intervals (12–27 days) 
between the onset of facial paralysis and the detection of brain-
stem involvement on brain MRI.3 Moreover, it has been report-
ed that patients experience worsening or progressive neurologic 
deficits several weeks after the onset of facial paralysis.3 Our 
patient developed spinning vertigo approximately 10 days after 
a diagnosis of RHS. The temporal evolution of the symptoms 
and signs and the considerable time interval between the on-
set of facial paralysis and central vestibulopathy were probably 
indicative of viral spread into the CNS after reactivation.

RHS can present as combined peripheral and central ves-
tibulopathies by virtue of brainstem involvement. Meticulous 
neuro-otologic evaluations for detecting hidden central vestib-
ular signs are warranted to ensure proper diagnosis and better 
outcomes in patients with RHS.
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